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Magnificent Pair Of Modernist Art Deco Carlton Sconces

650 EUR

Signature : Pierre-Yves Rochon

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Chromium

Length : 40 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/1316637-magnificent-pair-of-mo

dernist-art-deco-carlton-sconces.html

Dealer

Les trésors d'Isabelle
Glass, table and earthenware Art Déco Painting lighting

Tel : 06 12 90 16 03

Mobile : isabelle.jablon@orange.fr

Paris 75016

Description

Magnificent pair of modernist Art Deco style wall

lights. This model created in the 80s which he

called "Carlton" was imagined by the famous

designer decorator Pierre-Yves Rochon in

reference to the famous hotel of the same name.

From the MLE brand, these sober wall lights have

a stepped frame with a refined and very typical

Art Deco design, a style to which they pay

wonderful homage. In chromed metal, their

original white opaline glass tube diffuses a warm

white light. These wall lights can be installed

vertically or horizontally depending on your

needs. Equipped at each end with a fluorescent

tube, they work perfectly and are ready to be

installed! Dimensions: Height / Length: 40 cm x

12 cm depth Weight: 2,150 kg each wall light or

4,300 kg for both (excluding packaging) Good



condition. They date from the time of creation

and both the chrome and the glass diffuser tube

are of quality - their weight is proof of this! The

diffuser tube is made of thick glass, while the

glasses of the currently manufactured wall lights

are made of PVC. They served. Very light marks

of use, scratches, traces of age. Several other wall

lights are available. Please note that I respond to

any request about my items. If you do not receive

any response from me, do not hesitate to check

your spam or junk mail. Many other objects to

discover in my stand at the antique fairs in which

I participate. Follow my gallery to be informed of

new developments and to know the dates of the

next Shows... I remain at your disposal. Questions

? Do not hesitate to call me or send me a

message. I will answer you with great pleasure.


